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28 of 30 review helpful A truly special book you won t want to miss and will find hard to set aside until the last page 
By MPOLLACK I have read every book Mr Solomon has written and many of his magazine articles as well Far and 
Away Mr Solomon s latest book maintains that exceptionally high standard of prose I encountered in his previous 
writings I have never read non fiction works with such a high caliber of det A New York Times Notable Book From 
the winner of the National Book Award and the National Books Critics rsquo Circle Award mdash and one of the most 
original thinkers of our time mdash a riveting collection of essays about places in dramatic transition Far and Away 
collects Andrew Solomon rsquo s writings about places undergoing seismic shifts mdash political cultural and spiritual 
Chronicling his stint on the barricades in Moscow Andrew Solomon is every bit as magnificent a traveler as he is a 
writer mdash in fact it s difficult at times to determine which is the greater talent Thankfully the reader gets to 
experience both gifts throughout the pages of this deeply impressive and 
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